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Abstract: Right not to be public is one of the major has a part in when putting into print or having the same social 

network data for social science research and business analysis lately researchers have undergone growth right not to 

be public models similar to K anonymity to put a stop to network point reidentificationthrough structure 

information. However even when these right not to be public models are put into force (operation) an attacker may 

still be able to use reasoning one’s private information if a group of network points largely part the same sensitive 

tickets giving name (joined to clothing) i.e., properties. In other words the ticket giving name (joined to clothing) 

network point relation is not well kept safe (out of danger) by clear structure anonymization methods in addition 

having existence moves near which have belief in on edge getting ready or network point clustering may importantly 

change key graph properties. In this paper we make statement of the sense of words a K degree being different 

anonymity design to be copied that gives thought to as the system of care for trade to do with structure information 

as well as sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing) of individuals. We further make an offer a new 

anonymization methodology based on adding noise network points. We undergo growth a new algorithm by adding 

noise network points into the first form graph with the thought of giving name of person when meeting for first time 

the least distortion to graph properties. Most importantly we give a tight analysis of the theoretical bounds on the 

number of noise network points added and theirblows on an important graph property. We control of business much 

experiments to value the good effect of the made an offer way of doing. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

WITH the quick growth of social networks such as facebook and Linkedin more and more researchers discovered 

that it is a great chance to get useful information from these social network data such as the user behavior town 

growth disease spreading and so on. However it is highest that made public social network data should not give 

knowledge of private information of individuals. Thus how to keep safe (out of danger) persons right not to be 

public and at the same time special field the use of social network data becomes a hard thing talked of in this paper 

we take into account a graph design to be copied where each vertex in the graph is connected with a sensitive ticket 

giving name (joined to clothing) Fig 1a shows an example of such a graph. 

Lately much work has been done on anonymizing tablelike microdata. A range of right not to be public models as 

well as anonymization algorithms have been undergone growth e.g., k anonymity being different t closeness. In 

tablelike microdata some of the nonsensitive properties called quasi things taken to be the same can be used to 

reidentify individuals and their sensitive properties. When making public social network data graph structures are 

also made public with being like (in some way) social   
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Fig. 1. Publish a graph with degree and label anonymity. 

 

relationships as an outcome it may be used persons wrongly as a new means to middle way right not to be public. 

A structure attack says something about to an attack that uses the structure information such as the degree and the 

subgraph of a network point to make out the network point to put a stop to structure attacks a made public graph 

should please K anonymity. The end, purpose is to put into print a social graph which always has at least K 

candidates in different attack scenarios in order to keep safe (out of danger) right not to be public Liu and Terzidid 

one who does things first work in this direction that formed a K degree anonymity design to be copied to put a stop 

to degree attacks. Attacks use the degree of a network point A graph is K degree name not given if and only if for 

any network point in this graph there have existence at least K other network points with the same degree. 

Fig 1a shows an example of a possible structure attack using degree information. If a person fighting against one 

knows that one person has three friends in the graph he can immediately have knowledge of that network point is 

that person and the related properties of network point are let be seen K degree anonymity can be used to put a stop 

to such structure attacks. However in many applications a social network where each network point has sensitive 

properties should be made public. For example a graph may have within the user regular payments (not by hours, 

bit) which are sensitive. In this example K  degree alone is not enough to put a stop to the inference of sensitive 

properties of individuals Fig 1b shows a graph that free from doubt degree anonymity but network point tickets 

giving name (joined to clothing) are not thought out as in it network points and have the same degree but they both 

have the ticket giving name (joined to clothing) 80k. If an attacker knows someone has three friends in the social 

network he can come to an end that this persons regular payment is 80k without exactly reidentifying the network 

point as an outcome of that when sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing) are thought out as the being 

different should be took up for graphs again the being different idea here has the same that is as that formed over 

table like data. For example if we select the separate being different for the network points with the same degree 

their connected sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing) must have separate values Fig 1c shows a graph 

that free from doubt degree anonymity and being different for each separate degree seeming in this graph there have 

existence at least two network points. Moreover for those network points with the same degree they have within at 

least two separate sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing). Thus the attacker can notreidentify a network 

point or discover the network point ticket giving name (joined to clothing) relation with degree knowledge. In this 

paper we select the degree attack one of the pleasing to all attacks methods to make clear to how we can design 

mechanisms to keep safe (out of danger) both identities and sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing).

 

Fig. 2.Example for adding noise node. 
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With respect to other types of attacks such as subgraph question attacks or middle part (of wheel) network point 

question attacks we have belief in that the key ideas made an offer in this work can be took up to put one's hands on 

them as well though more complex additions made may be needed. 

Current moves near for safe-keeping graph right not to be public can be put in order into two groups clustering and 

edge getting ready clustering is to put one thing into another a subgraph to one higher degree network point which is 

quite wrong for sensitive made ticket giving name graphs since when a group of network points are merged into one 

higher degree network point the network point ticket giving name (joined to clothing) relations have been lost edge 

getting ready methods keep the network points in the first form graph unchanged and only make an addition take out 

swap edges for example to keep safe (out of danger) right not to be public of Fig 2a we change it to free from doubt 

degree name not given and being different by adding edges as given view in Fig 2b however edge getting ready may 

largely put an end to the properties of a graph. The edgeediting way sometimes may change the distance properties 

with substance by connecting two far network points together or taking out the bridge connection between two 

communities In Fig 2b the distance between network points and is changed from to go away. This surprising event is 

not had a better opinion of mining over these facts might get the wrong reasoned opinion about how the regular 

payments (not by hours, bit) are made distribution in the society as an outcome of that one and only being dependent 

on edge getting ready may not be a good answer to special field facts use. 

To house this question under discussion we make an offer a new idea to special field important graph properties 

such as distances between nodes by adding certain noise network points into a graph. This idea is based on the 

supporters key observation most social networks free from doubt the Power Law distribution i.e., there have 

existence a greatly sized number of low degree vertices in the graph which could be used to put out of the way 

added noise network points from being reidentified by carefully putting in noise network points some graph 

properties could be better kept safe (good) than a clear edge getting ready way Fig 2c is a graph converted from Fig 

2a by adding noise network points to free from doubt degree being different. The distances between the uncommon, 

noted network points are mostly kept safe (good). 

Our right not to be public keeping safe end, purpose is to put a stop to an attacker from reidentifying a user and 

discovering the fact that a certain user has a special sensitive value to get done this end, purpose we form a K degree 

being different KDLD design to be copied for safely putting into print a made ticket giving name graph and then 

undergo growth being like (in some way) graph anonymization algorithms with the least distortion to the properties 

of the first form graph such as degrees and distances between network points. 

To give a short account we made the supporters contributions. 

• We trading group K degree anonymity with being different to put a stop to not only the reidentification of 

person hard growths but also the surprising bit of knowledge of a sensitive property connected with each 

network point. We use separate being different to put examples on view our algorithm and give the detailed 

discussion about how more complex recursive C being different can be instrumented. 

• We make an offer a new graph making way of doing which makes use of noise network points to special 

field utilities of the first form graph two key properties are thought out as join as few noise edges as 

possible change the distance between network points as less as possible. 

• We present given to getting details results to play or amusement the relation between the number of noise 

network points added and their blows on an important graph property. We further control of business 

complete experiments for both separate being different and recursive C being different to play or 

amusement our way of doing s good effect. 

The rest of the paper is ordered as follows section makes certain, clear the hard question and gives name of person 

when meeting for first time the framework parts 3 and 4 make, be moving in the details of the algorithm putting into 

effect section makes clear by reasoning how the more complex C being different tickets giving name (joined to 
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clothing) must have separate values Fig 1c shows a graph that free from doubt degree anonymity and being different 

for each separate degree seeming in this graph there have existence at least two network points. Moreover for those 

network points with the same degree they have within at least two separate sensitive tickets giving name (joined to 

clothing). Thus the attacker can notreidentify a network point or discover the network point ticket giving name 

(joined to clothing) relation with degree knowledge. In this paper we select the degree attack one of the pleasing to 

all attacks methods to make clear to how we can design mechanisms to keep safe (out of danger) both identities and 

sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing). With respect to other types of attacks such as subgraph question 

attacks or middle part (of wheel) network point question attacks we have belief in that the key ideas made an offer in 

this work can be took up to put one's hands on them as well though more complex additions made may be needed. 

Current moves near for safe-keeping graph right not to be public can be put in order into two groups clusteringand 

edge getting ready clustering is to put one thing into another a subgraph to one higher degree network point which is 

quite wrong for sensitive made ticket giving name graphs since when a group of network points are merged into one 

higher degree network point the network point ticket giving name (joined to clothing) relations have been lost Edge 

getting ready methods keep the network points in the first form graph unchanged and only make an addition take out 

swap edges for example to keep safe (out of danger) right not to be public of Fig 2a we change it to free from doubt 

degree name not given and being different by adding edges as given view in Fig 2b. However edge getting ready 

may largely put an end to the properties of a graph. The edgeediting way sometimes may change the distance 

properties with substance by connecting two far network points together or taking out the bridge connection between 

two communities in Fig 2b the distance between network points and is changed from 5 to 1 go away. This surprising 

event is not had a better opinion of mining over these facts might get the wrong reasoned opinion about how the 

regular payments (not by hours, bit) are made distribution in the society as an outcome of that one and only being 

dependent on edge getting ready may not be a good answer to special field facts use. 

To house this question under discussion we make an offer a new idea to special field important graph properties 

such as distances between nodes by adding certain noise network points into a graph.This idea is based on the 

supporters key observation most social networks free from doubt the Power Law distribution to house this question 

under discussion we make an offer a new idea to special field important graph properties such as distances between 

nodes by adding certain noise network points into a graph. This idea is based on the supporters key observation most 

social networks free from doubt the Power Law distribution i.e., there have existence a greatly sized number of low 

degree vertices in the graph which could be used to put out of the way added noise network points from being 

reidentified by carefully putting in noise network points some graph properties could be better kept safe (good) than 

a clear edge getting ready way Fig 2c is a graph converted from Fig 2a by adding noise network points to free from 

doubt degree being different. The distances between the uncommon, noted network points are mostly kept safe 

(good). 

Our right not to be public keeping safe end, purpose is to put a stop to an attacker from reidentifying a user and 

discovering the fact that a certain user has a special sensitive value to get done this end, purpose we form a K degree 

being different KDLD design to be copied for safely putting into print a made ticket giving name graph and then 

undergo growth being like (in some way) graph anonymization algorithms with the least distortion to the properties 

of the first form graph such as degrees and distances between network points. 

To give a short account we made the supporters contributions  

We trading group K degree anonymity with being different to put a stop to not only the reidentification of person 

hard growths but also the surprising bit of knowledge of a sensitive property connected with each network point. We 

use separate being different to put examples on view our algorithm and give the detailed discussion about how more 

complex recursive C being different can be instrumented. 
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We make an offer a new graph making way of doing which makes use of noise network points to special field 

utilities of the first form graph two key properties are thought out as join as few noise edges as possible change the 

distance between network points as less as possible. 

We present given to getting details results to play or amusement the relation between the number of noise network 

points added and their blows on an important graph property. We further control of business complete experiments 

for both separate being different and recursive C being different to play or amusement our way of doing S good 

effect. 

2 RELATEDWORK 

Simply removing the things taken to be the same in social networks does not give support to (a statement) right not 

to be public. The nothing like it designs such as network point degree or subgraph to special network points can be 

used to reidentify the network points. The attack that uses certain back knowledge to reidentify the network points 

links in the made public graph is named actionless attack. There are two models made an offer to put into print a 

right not to be public kept safe (good) graph edge getting ready based design to be copied and clustering based 

design to be copied. The edgeediting based design to be copied is to make an addition or take out edges to make the 

graph free from doubt certain properties according to the right not to be public requirements clustering based design 

to be copied is to cluster similar hard growths together to form higher degree network points. Each higher degree 

network point represents several network points which are also named a cluster then the links between network 

points are represented as the edges between higher degree network points which is telephoned higher degree edges. 

Each higher degree edge may represent more than one edge in the first form graph we name the graph that only has 

in it higher degree network points and higher degree edges as a clustered graph. 

Most edge getting ready based graph system of care for trade models instrument K anonymity of network points on 

different back knowledge of the attacker Liu and Terzi formed and instrumented K degree name not given scaled-

copy on network structure that is for made public network for any network point there has existence at least other K 

network points have the same degree as this network point Zhou and Pei taken into account K one part of town name 

not given design to be copied for every network point there have existence at least other K network points having 

the same isomorphic parts of town. In paper the K one part of town anonymity design to be copied is gave (kind 

attention) to kneighborhoodbeing different design to be copied to keep safe (out of danger) the sensitive hard growth 

ticket giving name (joined to clothing) Zou et Al made an offer a K Automorphism system of care for trade scaled-

copy a graph is KAutomorphism if and only if for every network point there have existence at least K other network 

points do not have any structure point or amount unlike with it Cheng et Al designed a K isomorphism design to be 

copied to keep safe (out of danger) both network points and links a graph is K isomorphism if this graph is chiefly K 

disjoint isomorphic subgraphs. The sensitive properties of network points are kept safe (out of danger) by anatomy 

design to be copied in a k isomorphism graph Ying and Wu made an offer a system of care for trade design to be 

copied which as by chance changes the edges in the graph. They studied how random taking out and making 

exchange of edges change graph properties and made an offer an eigenvalues adjustment to events random graph 

change algorithm all the edgeediting based models puts before to produce a made public graph with as less edge 

change as possible. Our design to be copied is also based on edge getting ready way the main point or amount unlike 

of our work with other earlier works is that in addition to as less change as possible we give support to (a statement) 

the made public graph 1 keeps safe another important use the mean footway length APL which reflects the distortion 

of network point relationships on the first form graph. 

For clustering-based copies made to scale, since a clustered graph only has in it higher degree network points and 

higher degree edges, by making each clusters size at least K, the how probable to reidentify a user can be limited to 

be at most K, dry grass for animals et Al. made an offer a heuristic clustering algorithm to put a stop to right not to 

be public loss using vertex refinement, subgraph, and hub-print attacks. Campan and Truta had a discussion about 

how to instrument clustering when giving thought to as the lost of both network point tickets giving name (joined to 
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clothing) and structure information. Zheleva and Getoor developed a clustering way to put a stop to the sensitive 

link loss. Cormode et Al., introduced (K 2 ,l)- clusterings for bipartite graphs and effect on one another graphs, 

separately. Campan et Al., instrumented a p-sensitivek- anonymity clustering design to be copied which requests 

each cluster please separate l-diversity. Since a clustered graph only has in it higher degree network points and 

higher degree edges, to mine a clustered graph, people samples a group of graphs which are formed with this 

clustered graph. Then, the mining work can be completed by mining each made selections graph and computing the 

mean outcomes. Since a user should do the one of a number, the use of the made public graph does not have any be 

responsible for and this user could never have knowledge of how many examples can give support to (a statement) 

to get a well enough outcome, making a comparison with a clustering-based design to be copied, the help of our 

design to be copied is that we can give support to (a statement) to special field some utilities of the made public 

graph. 

In addition to the actionless attack, theres another sort of attack on social networks, which is telephoned active 

attack, active attack is to hard working fix special subgraphs into a social network when this social network is 

getting together data. An attacker can attack the users who are connected with the fixed subgraphs by reidentifying 

these special subgraphs in the made public graph. Backstrom et Al. described active attacks based on randomness 

analysis and put examples on view that an attacker may plant some made substructures connected with the target 

things, one way to put a stop to the active attack is to take in the fake network points added by attackers and remove 

them before putting into print the data. Shrivastava et Al. and Ying et Al. gave one's mind to an idea on a special 

active attack named random link attack. Shrivastava et Al. made an offer an algorithm that can make out fake 

network points based on the triangle how probable point or amount unlike between normal network points and fake 

network points. Ying et Al. made an offer another way, which uses band of colors from light rays analysis to 

discover the fake network points. To put into print a graph that is possibly changed by random link attack, the one 

whose trade is printed material can use a two step mechanism. First, the graph is made clean by the methods 

introduced by Backstrom et Al. or Shrivastava et Al. Then, he can produce the made public graph using our design 

to be copied from the made clean graph.  

There are also two other works which chief place on the edge weight system of care for trade in weighted graphs. 

Liu et Al. gave attention to weights on the edges as sensitive tickets giving name (joined to clothing) and made an 

offer a way to special field shortest paths between most twos of network points in the graph. Das et Al. made an 

offer a having an effect equal to the input Programming-based way to keep safe (out of danger) the edge weights 

while keeping safe the footway of shortest footways. These two works gave one's mind to an idea on the system of 

care for trade of edge weights instead of network points, which are different with our work.  

Some works studied other attacks in addition to the actionless attack and active attack. Zheleva got at the details of 

the power of an attacker to learn the unpublished properties of users in a connected social network when he uses the 

made public properties and relationships between users to do the data mining. Arvind studied the power of an 

attacker to reidentify network points in an anonymized graphGa when he knows a different graph Gaux whose 

number of persons  

 

Algorithm : KDLD Sequence Generation Algorithm for Recursive ðc; lÞ-Diversity 
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in a society not completely, partly be covered in part with Ga. The attacker knows the mapping of some seed 

network points betweenGa andGaux. Narayanan and Shmatikov showed from these seed network points, a greatly 

sized part of other network points can be reidentified. These two attacks are different with the actionless attack 

which we target on in this paper.  

3 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose a novel idea to preserve important graph properties, such as distances between nodes by adding certain 

“noise” nodes into a graph. This idea is based on the following key observation. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

� We combine k-degree anonymity with l-diversity to prevent not only the reidentification of individual 

nodes but also the revelation of a sensitive attribute associated with each node. 
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� We propose a novel graph construction technique which makes use of noise nodes to preserve utilities of 

the original graph. Two key properties are considered: 1) Add as few noise edges as possible; 2) Change 

the distance between nodes as less as possible. 

� We present analytical results to show the relationship between the number of noise nodes added and their 

impacts on an important graph property. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we make an offer a k-degree-1-diversity design to be copied for right not to be public keeping safe 

social network data putting into print. We give effect to both separate l-diversity and recursive C; l-diversity. In 

order to get done the thing needed of k-degree-l-diversity, we design a noise node adding algorithm to make a new 

graph from the first form graph with the force to limit of giving name of person when meeting for first time fewer 

twisting to the first form graph. We give a tight analysis of the theoretical bounds on the number of noise network 

points added and their blows on an important graph property. Our much based on experience results put examples on 

view that the noise node adding algorithms can get done a better outcome than the earlier work using edge getting 

ready only. It is an interesting direction to work-room bright algorithms which can get changed to other form the 

number of noise network points if the noise network points send in (writing) to both anonymization and being 

different. Another interesting direction is to take into account how to give effect to this system of care for trade 

design to be copied in a made distribution general condition, where different ones whose trade is printed material put 

into print their data not dependently and their data are partly covering. In a made distribution general condition, 

although the data made public by each one whose trade is printed material free from doubt certain right not to be 

public needed things, an attacker can still break users right not to be public by putting together the data made public 

by different ones whose trade is printed material together protocols should be designed to help these ones whose 

trade is printed material put into print a joined data together to give support to (a statement) the right not to be 

public. 
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